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Actually, can you tell the difference between a buzzard and a kite? Some birds are very difficult to 
tell apart, for instance the raven and the carrion crow. Apparently the raven has a triangular tail 
whereas the crow has broader tail feathers – always stumps me. 

But then the buzzard and kite are quite easy to tell apart. A buzzard is larger than a kestrel and 
smaller than an eagle; it has broad bird-of-prey wings and has light patches on its underside. A kite is 
very nearly identical but it has a long length of string attached with a small boy at the end if it. 

 

 

 

 

 

So how do we deal with this one? Well there a number of things to consider and firstly we must 
mention Austin Powers. When his first film was released in America they had to produce a short 
glossary as Yankee Doodle Dandy did not understand the words used in the home of our common 
tongue. But it’s another one which is quite simple – if in doubt you don’t get a cormorant on a 
Saturday night. So on the same theme you could just count the birds; one on its own would 
definitely be a cormorant (just like crows versus rooks) and if there are two and one is on the back of 
the other then it’s definitely a shag. This is often a forerunner to nest building and egg laying. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Many birds have reputations to protect and the magpie is probably the clearest example: 

I saw a buzzard floating high 

Upon the clouds he seemed to fly 

As if he’d taken drugs a mite 

He soared above – high as a kite! 

 

A twitcher’s book with names he’d brag 

The lowly cormorant or shag 

But tell the difference he could not 

His pristine scorecard he did blot! 

 

Up in the air of any fowl 

I’m fondest of the tawny owl 

But when about or on a hike 

I do not like the murderous shrike. 

 



“Good morning Mr Magpie, how’s your wife?” 

This is essential good manners if you want to avoid their bad books but being able to tell the sex of 
many birds is not so easy: 

 

 

 

 

 

And many of the sayings are old wives’ tales which refer to the weather: 

A shag in the morning – shepherd’s delight! 

You couldn’t say the same about a magpie but many birds can talk for themselves: 

 

 

 

 

 

But enough of these little birds; what of their grander cousins: 

 

 

 

 

 

But above all, you cannot ignore Robin Redbreast for his cheek: 

 

A martin passed by close to me 

But sex I know not – he or she? 

For parents we could not tell best 

As both of them attend the nest. 

 

The swallows they went flying by 

And all who saw said ‘my oh my’ 

What lovely birds they are so cute 

And calling so, they are not mute. 

 

There was a swan that I saw swimmin 

It was admired by men and wimmin 

All white and feathered, quite renown 

Not dull and brown, a bird uptown. 

 

I sat dockside awatching robin 

While all about the gulls were bobbin 

But little red breast set the trend 

No doubt that he, my honest friend. 

 


